### WHAT

The 2021 SEARCH Symposium is a national forum that addresses critical and timely issues, programs, research and policies confronting decision-makers and justice information management professionals. This hybrid live/virtual event features:

- **3 plenary keynote sessions** featuring insights from national experts and thought leaders.
- **24 workshops** across 4 tracks: *Technology, Policy, Research* and *Case Study*. We offer both live/livestreamed and prerecorded/virtual sessions.
- A virtual *Exhibit Hall* of industry-leading solution providers, and onsite exhibit booths.
- A dynamic and immersive *digital platform* that offers multiple networking opportunities, including a Community Q&A Forum, topical roundtables, and online engagement.

### WHY

New and emerging technologies play a critical role in justice operations—enabling more sophisticated crime, enhancing investigative capabilities, and expanding research and information sharing. The 2021 Symposium explores the impact and role of technology, legal doctrine and policy initiatives, and research findings and opportunities. Topics include:

- Facial Recognition, Cyber Risks, Technology Dashboards, Autonomous Vehicles, Automated Record Sealing (Clean Slate), etc.
- Criminal Justice Reform, Justice/Health Data Sharing, Disposition Reporting, etc.
- Technology ROI, Desistance/Recidivism, Data Quality Metrics, Research Value of NIBRS Data, etc.

Experience sessions as they occur or access all event content on-demand for 30 days following the Symposium via our digital platform.

### WHO

Justice and public safety officials, academic and agency researchers, technical developers, operational managers and practitioners, and justice reform advocates from local, state, and federal agencies and organizations across the nation and beyond will contribute to and benefit from the Symposium program.

### WHEN & WHERE

Tuesday–Wednesday
July 13–14, 2021
St. Louis Union Station Hotel
1820 Market Street
St. Louis, MO 63101

Join us in-person or virtually. The Symposium features live/livestreamed and virtual or prerecorded sessions on our digital platform.

- Learn new ideas and solutions
- Share critical lessons learned
- Make important contacts

LEARN MORE @ [https://symposium.search.org](https://symposium.search.org)